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EGYPTO-SEMITIVE COMPARISON:
SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON BILABIALS
AND DENTALS RELATIONSHIP

Abstract: Starting from an analysis of the Afroasiatic lexicon of Anatomy and Physiological Functions and of Physical Environment, Spontaneous Vegetation and Wild Animals, the author gives further details on bilabial and dental Afroasiatic phonemes, trying to underline the points in common between the three main theoretical Schools and the deeply differences (as in the case of the Egyptian Pharyngeal Voiced). This will be useful not only for Afroasiatic linguistics, but also for Egypto-Semitic lexical comparison.
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In the Egypto-Semitic Comparison the main problem is to define clear and not problematic correspondences. This is not always simple to do because of the characteristic of ancient Egyptian Phonetic System, that (if compared to Semitic), for some scholars, has not dentals fricative and emphatics phonemes (but it shows palatalized phonemes),\(^1\) which are attested in Afroasiatic and therefore they should have had a different evolution in Ancient Egyptian.\(^2\) In the reconstruction of Afroasiatic Phonological System, some assumptions are used (not always agreed): (a) the Semitic Phonological System is more archaic than Berber and Egyptian, as well as the others branch and so more conservative,\(^3\) (b) within one of the Afroasiatic linguistic families, at least in one language all the ancient phonological system is attested\(^4\) (c) the Afroasiatic Phonological

\(^{1}\) See Conti 1978: 20; Conti 1980: 30.
\(^{4}\) So at the base of the Common Semitic there is all the phonological inventory of Arabic and at the base of Afroasiatic there is all the inventory of Chadic plus some Cushitic phonemes
System should have a triads series,\(^5\) (d) the phonetic incompatibility theory leads to discover, especially in Egyptian, new phonemes,\(^6\) (e) whether the Egyptian was a Semitic language or not, every analysis starts from the assumption that Ancient Egyptian is more innovative than Semitic,\(^7\) and Cushitic,\(^8\) justifying in this way the great reduction of Afroasiatic phonemes in Egyptian;\(^9\) (f) following some scholars - in a different way respect to the Diakonoff’s School\(^10\) - the distinction between the fricative series and the plosive considered all affricate,\(^11\) it is not completely proved, if not in particular cases as the labial fricative \(f\), because each of these could be a secondary phonetic realization;\(^12\) and last (g) the Afroasiatic Phonetic System seems to be equal to the Semitic one.\(^13\) These theoretical premissis invite to make some consideration, in particular on the Bilabials and Dentals phonemes, about Correspondences and Phonetic Problems in the Lexicon of Anatomy and Physiological Functions and in the Lexicon of Physical Environment, Spontaneous Vegetation and Wild Animals.

**Bilabials and Labiodental**

The hypothetical existence of Afroasiatic emphatic bilabial \(*p\) seems proved by the Semitic correspondences with the Egyptian labiodental \(f\),\(^14\) by its attestation in Berber,\(^15\) by the correspondences between Chadic and Omotic.\(^16\) But until today its presence in Afro-asiatic phonological system it is not completely (labialized). This axiom is still dangerous because it leads also to a large uncontrolled increase in the number of proto-phonemes; on this aporia see Hayward 2000:94, 98 and note 34.


\(^{7}\) Even the study of Rössler 1971 starting from the idea, considering the Egyptian a Semitic language, that the its phonological system reduced the more wide Semitic system: Semitic dentals and africates (\(ṭ\), \(ṯ\), \(ṣ\), \(ḏ̟\)), merged in the Egyptian \(d\) (in the rosslerian’s system \(ṭ\)), see Voigt 2002:271, and the development of \(*d\), \(*D\), \(*d̟\), \(*d̟̟\) in the Egyptian \(ˁ\), see Voigt 2002:272. See Takács 1999a:271.

\(^{8}\) See Takács 1999ab:395.

\(^{9}\) In some examples six phonemes become one, see Hayward 2000:95.

\(^{10}\) See Diakonoff 1988:34; see also Blažek 1988:204; last Takács 1999a:266-270.

\(^{11}\) See Voigt 2002:273.

\(^{12}\) As Hebrew affricate.

\(^{13}\) See last Takács 1999a:265. We emphasize the high presence of phonemes emphatic or Pharyngealized, which are attested in the most recent branches of the Afroasiatic family, for centuries in contact with Arabic, they may have been influenced by the Arabic too, see Kossmann 1997: 6 that emphasized that the phonemes \(t\), \(ṣ\) and \(ḥ\) are Arabic loans, and see p. 15. See for a similar situation Haruna 1995:138-162. On similar and possible influences especially in the last millennium C.E. see Titov 1991:158.

\(^{14}\) See Voigt 2002:271.

\(^{15}\) Hypothesis of the Russian’s School, see Militarev 1976.

\(^{16}\) See Diakonoff 1988:35.
accepted. The differentiation of the Afroasiatic *f* from *p* is confirmed by Egypto-Chadic correspondences, even if this phonetic opposition in the others Afroasiatic branches was lost. So, it is possible to reconstruct the plosive voiceless *p*, the voiced *b*, and the fricative *f*.

In the Egypto-Semitic comparison the Bilabials show regular correspondences:


Aporias

Beside the regular correspondences, it’s possible to identify the so called occasional, seemingly irregular correspondences, which the latest studies consider acceptable, for example in Ancient Egyptian is usual accepted the alternation of *b* and *p*:


The first case (C.S. *p ~ Egyptian b*) could be one attestation of the neutralization of the voiced plosive with the passage of Egyptian *b>*. According to some scholars both these confusing correspondences are caused by the fact that the Egyptian *b* was fricative [β] more than plosive, a phoneme still attested in Coptic.

---

The Egyptian Labiodental $\ell$

The origin of the Egyptian $\ell$ is interpreted in two different ways: (a) phonematization of a variety of $p$; $^{30}$ (b) an autonomous Afroasiatic phoneme. $^{31}$ In the Semitic language, $\ell$ is just a variety sound of Common Semitic $^*p$, in the comparison it corresponds both to Egyptian $p$ and $\ell$. In the Egyptian vocabulary $p$ is attested in more words than $\ell$, probably as a result of a state control on the language in a historical period when the court was in Low Egypt, close to the Semitic area, and likely the phonematization of $\ell$ is a High Egypt phenomenon on the same way of palatalization. $^{32}$ In fact during the Egyptian Middle Kingdom, the passage $p > \ell$ is attested, but, according to Roccati, it could have been caused even by some graphic phenomenon. $^{33}$

This fact leads us to a historical problem on the Bilabials in Afroasiatic, because Ancient Egyptian belongs to the three-phonetic Afroasiatic branch $^*/p \sim \ell \sim b/$, together with Chadic e Southern Cushitic, $^{34}$ opposite to the bi-phonetic branch $^*/p \sim b/$, composed by Semitic, $^{35}$ Omotic, Berber, $^{36}$ and the Cushitic. $^{37}$ Which is the innovative one? Greenberg suggested that the Semitic bi-phonetic system is more innovative, merging two Proto-phonemes in one. $^{38}$ Moscati suggested a second hypothesis: the only Common Semitic phoneme was $^*p$ that corresponds not only to $p$ but even to Egyptian, Chadic, and Cushitic $\ell$, considering an innovation the Egyptian spit of $^*p$ in two different phonemes. $^{39}$

The comparison shows that Egyptian preserved both two original Afroasiatic phonemes $^*p$ and $^*\ell$, as in some branch of Cushitic, in Central and Western Chadic, differently to Berber and Semitic, $^{40}$ where is accepted just a Common $^*p$, that in Southern Semitic became $\ell$.

**C.S. $^*p \sim$ Egyptian $\ell$:** C.S. *?ANP- “nose”, Egyptian nft “breath, wind”, $nf\ell$ “blow (out of nose); Arabic sāfa “to smell”, Aramaic śayyep “to blow”, Egyptian $^*sf$ “nose”, Eastern Cushitic $^*\text{suf}$- “to smell”, Western Chadic $^*\text{saf}$-

---

$^{31}$ Greenberg 1958: 295-302; see alsoDjakonoff 1988: 35.
$^{32}$ See Crevatin 1985: 130.
$^{33}$ See Roccati 2000: 2: 4-5.
$^{34}$ See also Takács 1999a: 395, where he emphasizes that this triad “...is an archaism preserved in same form (...) but lost in most of the other Cushitic Languages, also in Semitic and Berber...”.
$^{35}$ In Southern Semitic the Common $p$ became $\ell$; the Ethiopian $p$ seems to be used just in Greek loanwords.
$^{36}$ Where the Bilabials triad is $m, b \ e p$, see Greenberg 1958: 295.
$^{38}$ Greenberg 1958:296- 299.
$^{39}$ Moscati 1969, §§72-73.
$^{40}$ See Orel 1995: 144.

### Dentals

There is no problem in the reconstruction of Afroasiatic Dentals.\(^{44}\) The dental triad \(*t, *d, *t\) is well preserved in Semitic, Berber (where the emphatic corresponds to the voiced \(*d\), but in the double realization to the voiceless \(-t-,\)), in Cushitic; but it was lost in Egyptian (where apparently the passage \(*t > d\) took place), and in Chadic, with the only exception in the North Bauchi language, where \(*t\) is attested whereas in the others languages it becomes \(t\).\(^{45}\)

In the comparison the correspondences between Egypto-Semitic dentals are quite regular:


- C.S. *d ~ Egyptian \(d\): C.S. *DAM, “blood”, Egyptian i-dm “red linen”; C.S. *QADQAD “top of the head”, Egyptian kd “pot”; Geez dawal “country, border”, Tigre dawal “district, country”, Egyptian wdrt “region”; Ugaritic dbb “ocean”, Egyptian i-db “river bank”; C.S. *DAT-2- “fresh grass”, Egyptian

---

\(^{41}\) Takács 1997: 225.

\(^{42}\) Cohen 1969\(^{2}\): 114, n° 178; see also Takács 1997: 231; and Takács 1999a: 66.

\(^{43}\) Lacau 1970: 79.

\(^{44}\) See Takács 1999a: 266-267.

\(^{45}\) See Stolbova 1996: 35. Nevertheless the passage of initial \(t\)- to \(t\) in presence of \(b\) leads to make some reflections on the real attestation of the voiceless emphatic in Chadic.

\(^{46}\) For all Cohen 1969\(^{2}\): 139, n° 289. On Egyptian word see Lacau 1970: 54-56.
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The correspondence of Ancient Egyptian with the Semitic Dental Emphatic *ṭ

The relationship of Egyptian with the Semitic Dental Emphatic *ṭ is controversial, because according to the theory of Rössler and neure Komparatistik the only acceptable correspondence is C.S.*ṭ ~ Egyptian d, denying completely the correspondence C.S. d ~ Egyptian d, while Cohen suggested that “...les correspondances donnent t, rarement d...”. Nevertheless some scholars don’t assume such categorical vision, underlining the solidity of this correspondence, probably due to the fact that the only distinctive feature could be the “voiced”:50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Semitic</th>
<th>Egyptian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ṭ/</td>
<td>/d/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[PLOSIVE]</td>
<td>[PLOSIVE]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[DENTAL]</td>
<td>[DENTAL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[VOICELESS]</td>
<td>[VOICED]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[EMPHATIC]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correspondences show that both t and d correspond in the same percentage to the dental emphatic.51


Aporias

C.S. *ṭ ~ Egyptian d: *ṢIT-, “buttocks”, Egyptian ṣd “vulva” (loanword?), Cushitic, Burji suutoo, Berber, Nefusi eddíst “belly” and Figuig *ds “belly”.

---

48 Cohen 1969²: 155.
49 See Diakonoff 1988: 35, for whom AA *ṭ > Eg. d. Loprieno emphasizes AA *ṭ, *ṣ > Eg. d, see Loprieno 1995: 32.
52 See Cohen 1969²: 155; see also Orel – Stolbova 1995: XVIII-XIX.
53 See Fronzaroli 1965: 139-140; see also Orel – Stolbova 1995: 379 n° 1747.

The aporias within a regular system of correspondences, as in the case of the voiced and the voiceless, were seen as consequence of the Ancient Egyptian tendency to the neutralization of the voiced plosive, that shifted the phonetic relationship from voiceless/voiced to aspirated/voiceless. But we can suggest one example not related with this process, C.S. *ŠIT-, “buttocks”, Egyptian *šd “vulva”, Cushitic, Burji suutoo, Berber, Nefusi *eddist “belly” and Figitig *ds “belly”, where the Afroasiatic documentation shows the regularity of this oscillation.

**Hard to explain the correspondence C.S. *ṭ ~ Egyptian s** attested as irregular C.S. *ṬĪN-(AT-), “clay”, Egyptian *sɨn “clay”, Eastern Chadic, Somray *sin “clay”;

**The Problem of the Egyptian Pharyngeal Voiced ˁ**

After Rössler’s statement about the correspondence C.S. *ḍ ~ Egyptian ṣ, the next step was trying to define the real phonetic value of the Egyptian ṣ. Starting from the idea that the Egyptian ṣ was incompatible with dentals and alveolar, at least in the Pyramid texts and in a different way than the Semitic one, Rössler suggested that its real phonetic value should be found exactly within those phonemes whereby the Egyptian ṣ is incompatible, dental and/or alveolar, and it was the voiced counterpart of voiceless ṭ and emphatic ṭ. So Rössler reconstructed for the grampheme <ṭ> the phonetic value [d], that in comparison should correspond to the Common Semitic *ḍ, *ḏ, *z, *ḏ; an unusual correspondence that Loprieno interpreted as the passage of Afroasiatic Apicals and Interdentals *ḍ, *z e *ḏ in the Egyptian ṣ, through an intermediate stage with pharyngealized lateral: *d, *z e *d > *; > ṣ. Others like Zeidler suggested the presence of a third phoneme ḏ, near <ṱ> /t/ and <d> /t/, without a proper...
grapheme, that in the Middle Kingdom took a pharyngeal articulation $\ddagger /i/$.\textsuperscript{57} The theory is yet ambivalent as the following example indicates C.S. *DARDAR- “thistle”, Egyptian $r$ “reed pen”, near to another comparison Ugaritic $r'r$ “Tamarisk”, Hebrew $r'r$, Syriac $arô$, Arabic $ar'ar$, Akkadian $aru(m)$ “branch, frond” of Tamarisk; Geez $b̆r'$ “reed leaf”. Could they be interpreted as dialectal differences?\textsuperscript{58}

**Fricative Interdentals**

The Fricative Dentals or Interdental are Semitic characteristic phonemes and their relationship with Egyptian seems similar to the evolution that these had in some Semitic Languages. The C.S. *$t$ usually corresponds to Egyptian $s$, and C.S. *$d$ both to the Egyptian $z$ and $d$,\textsuperscript{59} even if there are some uncertainties:\textsuperscript{60} C.S. *$d$ ~ Egyptian $z$, C.S. *DIR'B- “wolf”, Egyptian $zjb$ “jackal”,\textsuperscript{61} Cushitic, Beja $diib$ “wolf”, Eastern Chadic *$žabi$- “Hyena”, Omotic *zobb-;\textsuperscript{62} to which we can add, considering the alveolar oscillation, the example (C.S. *$d$ ~ Egyptian $s$) C.S. *DIRÂ-“arm”, Egyptian $h$-$sr$“arm”, Western Chadic *$sar$ “arm, hand”.\textsuperscript{63} Hard to explain the relationship *$d$ ~ Egyptian $t$ attested in the example C.S. *HDĪY- “to pant”, in Arabic “to rave”, Egyptian $ht$ “call out”, explicable, attested the word to the Egyptian Middle Kingdom, by the neutralization of the opposition between voiced and voiceless, reconstructing an original *$hd$, and leading that comparison to the correspondence with C.S. *$d$.\textsuperscript{64}

With the Semitic Fricative Interdental Voiceless Ancient Egyptian shows different seemingly irregular correspondences:\textsuperscript{65}

**C.S. *$t$ ~ Egyptian $t$, C.S. *DAT$^2$-, “fresh grass”, Egyptian $dyt$ “papyrus plant”; C.S. *BURÂT-, “juniper”, Egyptian $bʒt$ “bush”, “wisp (of corn)”, attested in Chadic Cushitic.\textsuperscript{66}


\textsuperscript{58} On the same way Schenkel 1993: 137-149; and also Loprieno 1994: 372.
\textsuperscript{60} See Conti 1976: 24.
\textsuperscript{62} See Militarev –Kogan 2005: 105-108
\textsuperscript{63} See Takács 1999a: 39.
\textsuperscript{64} See Takács 1999a: 268.
\textsuperscript{65} See Takács 1999a: 312-314, 316-317.
\textsuperscript{67} Ward 1962: 410-411.
Egyptian wnš “jackal”, Berber, Tuareg ehènši “jackal”, Beni Sous uššen “jackal”, Cushitic, proto Sidamo *weš- “dog”.  

In fact the correspondence C.S. *ṯ ~ Egyptian š, that was more excluded than doubted by Cohen, starting from the analysis of the Semitic Placenames Egyptian Exe rcation Texts, it must be related more to the loanwords, than to a common root. So, as in the case of C.S. ṭ, the Egyptian corresponds to the C.S. *ṯ with ṭ.

The correspondence C.S. *ṯ ~ Egyptian ṭ seems acceptable: C.S. *ʿAṯM, “bone”, Egyptian ṭ “limb, member of body”, C.S. *ṬABY-, “gazelle”, Egyptian tpiw “ox”, but likely “gazelle”.
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